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10 of 10 review helpful Watch Out New Edition Is Super Problematic By M Alexander Because the company has a 
poor rating system where individual editions are not separately reviewed I am rating the book itself four stars Knowing 
also how Sarah Schulman s work has been treated in the past I wouldn t want a bad review to offset the book s site 
rating All that said if I could specifically rate the ne Hilarious hard core makes Bright Lights Big City and Less Than 
Zero seem thin and dated mdash Publishers WeeklyA new edition of Sarah Schulman s acclaimed 1988 novel a noirish 
tale about a no nonsense coffee shop waitress in New York who is nursing a broken heart after her girlfriend Dolores 
leaves her her attempts to find love again are funny sexy and ultimately even violent After Delores is a fast paced 
electr Hilarious hard core makes Bright Lights Big City and Less Than Zero seem thin and dated Publishers Weekly 
Publishers Weekly 2013 03 28 This novel is as personal as any lyric poem Kathy Acker Village 
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directed by taylor hackford with kathy bates jennifer jason leigh christopher plummer judy parfitt a big city reporter 
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